
 

 

The issue of Stabilizing the Middle East 
 
Re-occurring foreign intervention has been apparent in the middle east for decades. Many 
governments have done this to gain natural resources and to defeat the USSR, during the 
geopolitical tension between them and the Western & Eastern Bloc. This has led to 
speculation and controversy which remains today. 
 
Foreign intervention has always been a nuanced topic. Many governments believe military 
foreign intervention is acceptable where it establishes what they argue is a healthy 
democracy and political landscape abroad. However, a minority of governments see it as 
unacceptable when it has not been requested for, as they oppose interference in domestic 
political affairs of other countries. Despite past and ongoing controversy in foreign 
intervention in Southwest Asia, stabilizing countries who have been occupied by foreign 
governments for decades is a solution that requires attention to detail.  
 
One example of Middle Eastern foreign intervention is Iran. CIA and MI6 overthrew a 
democratically elected president during the 1953 Coup d'état. They replaced him with a 
dictator that they endorsed - Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi. The Shah gets overthrown by a 
large religious revolution. This in turn created a theocratic, extremist government.    
 
A lot of the recent concern in stabilizing Southwest Asia is due to US withdrawal of their 
forces from Afghanistan. Withdrawal of troops from many Middle Eastern countries, 
including the UK and US, has become a frequent event. this shows the US and its allies have 
been sympathetic to extremist parties. Whilst other states believe this withdrawal was 
inevitable, they are undecided on what would be the optimum way for to leave behind a 
stabilized country for the citizens and their socio-political landscape. 
The UN believes that as people and states become more interconnected, there is a need for 
more effective international management, which the UN shall provide through the context 
of global governance. While the UN does believe in strong international relations, the 
Charter ‘does not authorize for the organization to intervene in issues within the domestic 
jurisdiction of any state’ – the principle of non-intervention, specifically in Article 2 of the 
UN Charter. There are several UN documents for each sub-issue in the SWANA region, that 
are specific The UN has published documents that encourages transnational solutions to 
preserve international peace, security, and stability. It stands to question whether 
deployment and withdrawal of troops and ongoing arms trades in the interests of 
democracy, extends to this?    
 
It is clear that the current way different countries are withdrawing their military has 
potential to be dangerous, which has repercussions in terms of stability, economy, and 
safety. This leaves an unstable country with civilians left behind. The heart of this issue is a 
dichotomy between geopolitical international interests and state sovereignty; a balance the 
UN strives to encompass. Your resolutions shall reflect this in terms of nuance and striking 
the balance between the aforementioned interests of your country.  
 
 
 
 



 

 

Points to Consider 

• Should foreign intervention be allowed, and on what grounds?  

• What types of intervention are acceptable?  

• How should countries conduct military interventions?  

• What systems can be put in place to make military withdrawal safer?  

• How long should military presence last? 
 
Useful Links 

• https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/12/17/us-withdrawal-power-struggle-middle-east-
china-russia-iran/ 

• https://www.brookings.edu/blog/markaz/2017/11/28/how-obama-and-trump-left-a-
vacuum-in-the-middle-east/ 

• https://ecfr.eu/article/cooling-off-how-europe-can-help-stabilise-the-middle-east/ 
• https://carnegieeurope.eu/strategiceurope/56418 
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